Think **SAFE**, Don’t Vape!

Make responsible choices. Remember the acronym SAFE and practice these responses if someone asks you to vape.

- **S**teer Clear ("No thanks, I don’t vape.")
- **A**lternative ("I have to grab something before class. See you there!")
- **F**orm an opinion ("No thanks, I heard it can make you pretty sick.")
- **E**xcuse ("No, I’m sorry. If my ___ finds out, I’ll be grounded.")

**How will you think **SAFE**?**

One of your friends pulls you aside when you’re walking home from school and shows you their new vape pen. They say to you, “Hey, this cherry flavour tastes so good. You have to try it. Here!”

In the spaces below, write down some of your own responses using the SAFE strategies.

- ____________________________________________
- ____________________________________________
- ____________________________________________
- ____________________________________________
- ____________________________________________

Remember to think **SAFE**
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